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Hope has many
names, but the
daring ones call

it love

Life ends when
you stop

dreaming and
hope when you
stop believing

The sun rises
for you too; you

just have to
open the
window

Do not lose
hope; when the
sun goes down,
the stars come

out

At the end of
the darkness
hides a light

that bears your
name

Believe with all
your heart that
your best days
are in front of

you

Winners are not
those who

never fail, but
those who

never lose hope

You just have
to put a little

hope to dreams
and a little

fantasy into
reality

If the road is
difficult, it is

because you are
going in the

right direction

Hope is the only
thing stronger

than fear

Learn from the
waves; sometimes

it's worth
withdrawing on
time and coming

back even
stronger

Hope is not
optimism, it is
knowing that,

even if something
does not turn out
the way we want,

it is worth it
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The hope is the
dream of the
ones who are

awake

Behind the
dreams that
come true,
there are

always efforts
that nobody

sees

You'll never see
the rainbow if

you always look
down

The past cannot
be changed, but
the future is in

your hands

 Sooner or later,
life grants us

what we
deserve

Do not leave
your dreams

aside because
only they can

guide you
towards a

better future.

When you are
at the end of the
rope, tie a knot

and hold on

Hope is what
keeps you

breathing, even
when the

pressure of life
suffocates you

Big changes are
always

accompanied by
a strong effort

Stand up,
breathe, smile
and, go-ahead

Do not lose
hope because
things come

when you least
expect them

Everything
starts to fall into
place when we
focus on what

we love the
most
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